General Questions
Is my age right for ballet?
Our programs are made for everyone, so regardless of your age, you can find a program that suits you.
Are ballet classes available for men?
Ballet isn't just for women. Of course, man can benefit from recreational ballet.
Who can join adult ballet classes?
Baldovin Ballet Zagreb offers a wide range of programs that offers recreational ballet classes for
everyone, regardless of genre,age,religion or political views.
Are the teachers approachable?
Yes,our team of teachers is very well selected, not only by professional skills but also human approach,
so, yes, if you want to have a discussion with any of our teachers after class,of course you can.
How many classes you advice me to take per week?
You can choose any number of classes per week, although we recommend a minimum of 2 classes per
week or 3 depending on individual in order that your body will learn the language of regular training.
How to become a recreational ballet student ?
Simply go to our contact section, send us a request email,call us or just come directly to our studio
Mesnička 5- Zagreb.
Can I have a free trial class?
Yes,Baldovin Ballet Zagreb offers not one,but two free trial classes for any participant.
Can I come to visit the studio or assist to a class?
Yes,you can come to see our studio, assist to a class,or take a free or two class before registering.
How long are classes ?
Classical ballet classes can have between 75 and 90 minutes depending on the number of students.All
the other programs have 60 minutes.
What should I wear ?
You can wear what makes you easy to move, form fitting athletic wear but we recommend the
traditional leotard / tight or sweatpants and t-shirt at your choice
What should I bring to class ?
Dance shoes, leotard and tights for woman, sweatpants and t-shirt for man,bottle of water or juice and
we also recommend some backup clothes in case of excessive sweating,towel if you want to shower
after class,deodorant.
Do I need prior experience?
No,u don't need, as we are here to teach you everything.

What are the benefits of ballet ?
Adult ballet offers a wide range of body and mind benefits like :
Improves flexibility, improves the body posture and alignment, strengthen the muscles, gain stamina,
coordination, build self confidence, improves concentration,reduce the mental tension and why
not,improves the quality of life.

How many people can be in a group ?
Baldovin Ballet Zagreb focuses on middle size groups as every student can have a chance to get more
attention and corrections. Group may vary from 6 to 17 students in a class.
Is the building safe to be in ?
Our building is safe and has a green label after the Zagreb earthquake of 22 March 2020.
I'm a total beginner, where to start ?
Don't worry,we got you covered. the best way to start is by joining classical ballet beginners or if you
want a faster way to progress you can start with private classes.
Do you offer any discounts ?
Yes,we have some discounts,.you can check all on the pricing plan page.
Are there showers ?
Yes,we provide one (1) shower cabin
Can I take photos and video ?
Yes you can, but for personal use only, For any online distribution you must have our approval as we try
to try to maintain a high level of image for the school.
Can I take drinks with me at the studio ?
Yes, of course, you can have water or juice or any favorite drinks with. Any type of alcohol is forbidden.
Is the public transportation close?
Yes, we have public transportation close to studio (1 minute walk ) towards all the main directions in
Zagreb.
Do u provide customers parking ?
We don't provide parking as we don't own a private parking,but there is the city parking very close to
the studio.
Do you provide wi-fi ?
Yes,we do provide wi-fi internet.
Where do I sign in for classes ?
You can register here,and we will be back to you in the shortest time.
Is there a place to leave valuables ?
Our wardrobe is equipped with a small closet for every student that can be locked during the classes
with key. Entrance to the studio won't be possible from outside without permission from the staff
Can I take classes if i'm injured of pregnant ?
We don't recommend to take classes if you are injured or pregnant.

Children Ballet
How long are classes ?
Classical ballet classes for children are 60 minutes. ( one hour )
Do you offer any discounts ?
Yes,we have some discounts .you can check all on the pricing plan page.

Can I take photos and video of my children ?
Yes you can, but for personal use only, Any online distribution you must have with our approval as we
try to try to maintain a high level of image for the school.
Can I watch my children in class?
Of course,you can but we recommend as few visits in class as you as your child will loose
concentration.
Can my child have a bottle of water or juice at the studio ?
Yes,of course ,you can have water or juice or any of your children favorite refreshments.
Do u provide customers parking ?
We don't provide parking as we don't own a private parking,but there is the city parking very close to
the studio.
How my children can become a recreational ballet student ?
Simply go to our contact section, send us a request email,call us or just come directly to our studio
Mesnička 5- Zagreb.
How to bring and collect my child safely ?
Please make sure to arrive at the studio with your child at least 15 minutes before class. the teacher will
wait for them at the studio. Be at the studio with a minimum of 10 minutes before the end of class.
Can I have a free trial class?
Yes,Baldovin Ballet Zagreb offers not one,but two free trial classes for any participant.
What my children should wear ?
Girls
Hair must be secured
Ballet shoes mandatory
Recommend leotard and tight
Or sweatpants and t-shits
Boys
Ballet shoes mandatory
Black or dark color sweatpants or tight,
Recommended white shirt
What should I bring to class for my children ?
Dance shoes,leotard,tights, or sweatpants and t-shirt ,bottle of water or juice and we also recommend
some backup clothes in case of excessive sweating.
How many children can form a group ?
Baldovin Ballet Zagreb focuses on middle size groups as every child can have a chance to get more
attention from the teacher. Group may vary between 6 and 20 children.
Do you offer any discounts ?
Yes,we have some discounts .you can check all on the pricing plan page.
Is the public transportation close?
Yes,we have public transportation close to studio (1 minute walk ) towards all the main directions in
Zagreb

Conduct
One of the most specific characteristic of the ballet education is the conduct which is the manner that
the student behaves in ballet classes, at the studio,towards the teachers and colleagues.
We recommend this conduct for a ballet class or any dance programs.
Please follow the etiquette of ballet by being on time with a minimum of 10 minutes before the class.
Wear appropriate clothing.
Please don't use body cream as in contact with the floor can make the area very sliding and can
eventually cause injury for dancers.
Do not use excessive perfume or cologne as it might bother or cause allergies the other dancers.
No loud talking while the teacher is showing or explaining exercises or combination.
No chewing gum during the classes.

